Abstract. Based on small amplitude water theory we determine an exact solution for the amplitude of the reflected and transmitted waves produced when a monochromatic wave hits a submerged bar, a result of importance in coastal engineering. We compare the results obtained with results previously obtained in the long wave length limit and other numerical results. Using the results obtained we determine the optimal width or the bar of prescribed depth.
Introduction
In this paper, we examine the propagation of monochromatic waves over a submerged bar. In particular we determine the reflection and transmission coefficient as a function of the depth and width of the bar. The effect of the bar is to reduce the amplitude of the incident waves, so that such bars, either artificial or natural, are of importance in coastal engineering.
The change of the water depth, from deep to shallower, effects to the waves by increasing the wave amplitude, and the other way around. A bar, submerged beneath water surface, is typical change of depth in a channel. It is often seen as practical application in coastal and ocean engineering, such as beach protector from waves, since it can reduce the wave amplitude. The incoming waves are partly reflected when they pass over the bar. The percentages of the reflected and transmitted waves depend on the dimension of the bar. In order to answer that objective, we solve the governing equation of potential function by variable separation method.
Recently, Pudjaprasetya and Chendra [1] reported their numerical work on wave propagation over parallel bars based on linear shallow water equations. For a single bar, the model can be solved analytically, see for example in Mei [2] , and it was confirmed numerically in [1] . Since the model was derived by series expansion, equivalent with approximating the hyperbolic function in the dispersion relation, this causes less accurate in evaluating the reflected and transmitted waves. Groesen and Andonowati [3] show similarity between optic and water waves based on the same model. Yu and Mei [4] studied waves over a bar by including the effect of the reflection from the beach. Other references can be found by reading the review paper in [5] .
In improving the result from shallow water equation, we propose in this paper an alternative approach. The governing equation of the wave over flat bottom is first solved analytically by method of variable separation. The potential function is determined by assuming as multiplication of two functions, each having different variable separately. This method is restricted only for linear boundary conditions, and monochromatic waves. Wiryanto and Anwarus [6] applied the similar method for surface waves over permeable bed. For waves passing a bar, the potential function for different water depth, obtained above, is matched at the position where the water changes the depth discontinuously. As the result, this method is able to determine the formulae for the amplitude of the reflected and transmitted waves. This result can be confirmed to the previous result from shallow water equations by linearizing the formulae.
Problem Definition
The problem formulated here is water waves propagating, from left to right over a bar, illustrated in Figure 1 . We use Cartesian as the coordinates, the x -axis is chosen along the undisturbed level of the water surface, and the followed by boundary conditions along the surface and the bottom. In this case, we only concern with linear conditions, 
on the bottom.
Monochromatic Waves over a Flat Bottom
Before observing monochromatic waves passing over a submerged bar, we present the solution of the potential function for monochromatic waves over a flat bottom. The variable separation is used, and the dispersion relation of the waves is derived in this section. 
Finally, from the three conditions (3), (4) and (5), there is one condition left that has not been used, i.e. condition (5). When (8) is substituted into (5), we obtain the relation between  and the wave number
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In case the wave-length is relatively long compared to the water depth, the tangent hyperbolic function can be approximated linearly as kh , and therefore
This shows that there are two type of monochromatic waves traveling in different direction, but the same wave number. This is the reason why we express the incoming and reflected waves as given in (1) 
Wave Amplitudes
The problem in wave propagation over a submerged bar is to determine the amplitudes of transmitted and reflected waves for each region having flat bottom, as written in (1). First, the wave number for each region is determined from (9). Since it is nonlinear, we can solve numerically. Then, for knowing the incoming amplitude 1 a  , we determine ,, 
We use notation superscript (.)
 as the limit approached from the left side, and (.)
 from the other direction. Therefore, (11) and (12) give
The next condition, that is used in determining the amplitudes, is the continuing of the flux before and after the bar, i.e. at The hyperbolic functions can be canceled by using (9), so that we have 
Similar at xL  , the flux satisfies
When Equations (13), (14) and (15) If the wave length is relatively large compared with the water depth then the dispersion relationship can be linearlized to give the wave number (10). When this approximation is applied to (16)-(19), we have formulation to calculate the wave amplitudes as obtained in derivation using shallow water equations, such as presented in [1] . As the comparison, we calculate the reflected and transmitted using the above parameters giving | | 0.376
For some other values L , we calculate the amplitude of the transmitted waves after passing the submerged bar, i.e. || c , and we plot between both quantities shown in Figure 3 , for our method and shallow water equations (SWE), as indicated on the curve. Note that the data for SWE is evaluated based on the linearized dispersion relation (10). In the range of our calculations L , as shown in Figure 4 . 
Conclusion
An analytic solution of wave propagation passing over a bar has been solved by variable separation. Potential function was determined from Laplace equation and linear boundary conditions of water on flat bottom for monochromatic waves. This formulation was then applied to different water depth to obtain the amplitudes of transmitted and reflected waves. As the results, we found that our solution confirms to the results derived from linear shallow water equations when we linearize the hyperbolic functions involved in our formulation. The optimal dimension of the bar, that gives the minimum amplitude of the transmitted waves, is obtained numerically as the wave number has to be calculated from nonlinear dispersion relation and to reduce the complexity of the formula. Comparison was made to the previous result for long wave-length limit.
